The CIMBAG Times is a good
initiative to encourage the
communication among CIMBAG
members. The newsletter is very
interesting and to make it better, I
would like to suggest you to include
articles by the alumni.

THE August issue of the
newsletter was absolutely good.
The newsletter, not only contains
success stories of some corporate
leaders, but featured certain
informative
program
like
emotional intelligence, facing
exams
successfully,
psychoanalysis of managing
careers, corporate governance
and many more, which are very
useful for the students, as well
as the alumni. Apart from this,
we came to know about various
other activities initiated and
successfully executed by CIMBAG
team like family get togethers in
Chennai, Delhi and Ahmedabad.
Such a newsletter not only
encourages the members, but
also consolidates the image of
ICFAI university alumni to the
rest of the country. I hope in the
near future, CIMBAG will come
up with more features, content
and other attractive topics.

Cheers!
Ram Narayanan Sastry
MBA, Chennai
It was a pleasure to read CIMBAG
Times. The content was indeed
very good and I specially liked the
coverage given to the Kolkata
Chapter and the pictures were
excellent.
However, I have some suggestions
for the magazine. If possible, it
would be a good idea to have a
cover story every month, based on
which the members could submit
articles. If the topic is a current
one, the magazine would become
very interesting to read.
Looking forward for the next
issue. Keep it up!
Namit Agarwal
MBA, Kolkata
Frankly speaking, I had an
indifferent attitude towards the
newsletter when I received it. But
after going through it, I must
admit that it was just great. It
includes enriched contents, which
help me to know quite a few
things regarding the current
market situation. Furthermore,
the picture gallery reflects the
mood of the program perfectly,
especially the pictures of the
“Heritage Tour” Besides, I think
some more management related
articles should be included and the
number of pages should be
increased.
Nabanita Banerjee
MBA, Kolkata
It was nice to see the latest edition
of CIMBAG TIMES featuring the
Heritage day visit by our alumni
members. The edition was really
bright and colorful, including the
cover page that featured the

alumni. The content quality was
also good. I am really impressed
by the way it has featured the
members. I congratulate the
editorial team for this good job and
hope the good work continues.
Vijendra Surana
MBA, Kolkata
The newsletter is concise with
good snaps and comments.
Especially, we the flexible program
alumni do not know who are our
batch mates are, so writings from
the desks of Prabhat Verma (GM
of Sahara), Priyankush (CTS),
inspires us and let us know our
fraternity. But, as we all know,
improvement and change is a
continuous process. For every page
I turned, I wished to see the known
faces, so my suggestion is to
increase the number of pages in
the newsletter. Add some more Job
postings and personal tips to
handle effectively the daily work
life?
Chandrima Roy
MBA, Kolkata

Position

Company

HR Manager (Employee Relations)

Trinity Computer Processing (I) Pvt Ltd. Mumbai

Relationship Manager - MBA Fresher RR Financial Consultants Ltd.
Management Trainee- Marketing
Compare InfoBase Ltd.
(freshers)
Requires HR Trainee - 2009
Hitachi Home & Life Solutions
(India) Ltd

Location
Delhi
Delhi
Ahmedabad

Territory Sales Supervisor, Manager HR Smart Hire

Chennai

Sales & Marketing Professionals

Havells India Limited

Bangalore

Associate-Market Risk Management/
Analysts, Senior analysts,
Assistant Managers

Nomura

Mumbai

Manager/DM/AM
Executive Director

Sarda Energy & Minerals Limited
Bangalore Stock Exchange Limited

Raipur
Bangalore

Finance and Admin Executive

Marks & Spencer India Pvt Ltd.

Bangalore

General Manager (Operations), Manager
Direct Sales team

Ambuja Realty Development Ltd
India bulls Housing Finance Ltd

Kolkata
New Delhi

Data Analyst - Capital Events

Financial Express Holdings Ltd

Chennai

Management Trainee - Hoovers

Dun & Bradstreet Information
Services India Pvt Ltd

Chennai

Anindita Saha
MBA, Kolkata

Marketing Executive
Deputy Manager, Sales

Ashirbad Group Of Companies
Malayala Manorama

New Delhi
Ottawa

I really like the fact that CIMBAG
magazine
is
focusing
on
individual alumni and writing
about the professional and
personal
interests
and
accomplishments. Managers and
executives can learn a lot by
sharing their experiences. I
appreciate the work done by the
publishers of CIMBAG magazine
to enable this familiarity.

Manager (Accounts & Taxation)

STI Sanosh India Ltd.

Chennai

Territory Manager
Chief Manager / Senior Manager /
Manager (HR)
Head-Sales

Cambridge
IFFCO Chhattisgarh Power
Limited
Botanosys

Bangalore
Chhattisgarh
Bikaner

HR (CM/DGM), Finance (CM/DGM)

Oil & Gas Industry

Kanpur

C.F.O, V.P.Marketing

Saber

Una,H.P.New
Delhi

Management Trainee / business
Development Executive in
Insurance Business

Larsen & Toubro InfoTech Ltd

Chennai,
Pune

Anix Anbiah
MBA, Chennai

Sales Manager - Insurance
V.P - Real Estate

India Info line
BSCPL Infrastructure Limited

Bangalore
Chennai

Reading CIMBAG Times was a
good experience. From there, I
came to know about many of my
friends and was able to develop
contacts with them again, which
I left 2 or 3 years back. I would
appreciate if the magazine
features some more current
issues or management topics.

Management Trainee

Surya Roshni Ltd

Delhi, Kashipur
Bahadurgarh,
Malanpur

Executive Assistant to Director

Nata Devices India Pvt Ltd

Delhi

Senior Relationship Officer,
Financial Analyst

Saudi Arabian Bank

Saudi Arabia

National Sales Managers,
Regional Sales Manager
RDM Care (India) Pvt Ltd

Vidyut Metallic Pvt Ltd

Mumbai

Regional Sales Manager

New Delhi

Harsh Munshi
MBA, Ahmedabad

Branch Manager, Channel Management
Manager / Officer / Executive

DTDC

Kolkata
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The readers’ feedback on this newsletter, being reproduced in this
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Interview

Tell us something about
yourself and your family….

What is success according
to you?

I got born and brought up in a
small town, named Jhajjar, in
Haryana State. My father is a
retired army man and mother is a
housewife; basically we are a
farmer family with 5 sisters and
3 brothers. I got married in 2001
at an early age of 24 years and
have one son and one daughter,
presently residing in Faridabad. I
started my professional career in
July 1999 with Frick India Limited
earning a stipend of Rs. 5000/- per
month and now in the last 10 years
of my career. I have reached to a
level of AGM in an MNC with CTC
of Rs 14 Lakhs per annum.

Everyone sees success differently
and defines it differently; for most
of the people success is achieving
life’s goals, be it becoming an MD/
VP/CEO of a company or an
entrepreneur, but for me the
journey is more important than
the destination. So I follow a
simple rule in life to enjoy the
journey of life successfully and the
rule is- “Have a long term objective
of your life, divide it in short term
goals and work towards achieving
those goals so as to reach bigger
objective in life but and don’t
forget to enjoy with your family
and friends; Work hard and enjoy

Determination and positive
attitude never allow smug to
fill your stomach
What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
I have been a topper always and
had a taste of success at different
milestones in life’s journey since
my early age. I always stood first
academically and was equally good
in sports. Some of the greatest
accomplishments are...that I
stood first in my district in
secondary school examination in
1995, won the District badminton
championship in 1994, B.Tech
with honors, ICFAI University
cleared in 2 years (yes, I see it as
an accomplishment as many of
my friends and colleagues are still
struggling to complete their MBA),
received many recognitions in
career advancement in Blue Star
and Voltas.
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harder.” and I think, I am on plan
as of now!

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
Instinct to kill (obstacles) and
desire to fulfill (dreams), a backed
by a firm determination and
positive attitude and never allow
smug to fill your stomach.

How do you balance work
and Family?
That’s really tough, but the life’s
journey reminds me of this
important aspect of life, if I get
off tracks sometimes. Effective
time management and never to
forget that ultimately one is
working for a better life for one’s
family, so how could one basically
ignore them.

Satish Dhankar
MBA
AGM Sales - Uniflare
International
New Delhi

I enjoy playing cricket and
swimming is my all time favorite,
which is a great stress buster also.
I also try to take out 30 minutes a
day for reading management and
inspirational books. Leisure
pursuits include dining out with
family and friends and watching
good movies.

How has the MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?
It doubled my confidence level and
a right education background is
must for career enhancement,
besides having right sets of skills
and ICFAI University study pattern
is best suited for a working
professional.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
Prepare yourself like a soldier to
enter into the battlefield of
business/corporate world. So,
necessary and right training is a
must. Choose carefully and take
each step with confidence and
enthusiasm to emerge as a
winner.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
Although there are many
experiences in my personal and
professional life but as you have
asked for one, so I shall share one
in my professional life. In the year
2004, when I was in Blue star and
only 6 months old with the team,
my boss suddenly called me to
Agra, where the All India Service
conference was going on and to my
surprise, I was given outstanding
performance award by the
Director.
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Interview

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits…?

Interview

Vishal Sharma
MBA
Assistant Manager,
Training - GE Money
India
New Delhi

Success is
Hard Work
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juniors and use imagination at
work

I was born and brought up in
Delhi, I completed my graduation
in Commerce stream at Delhi
University. After working par t
time at Birla Sun-life Insurance
and at Dun and Bradstreet India,
I took up a job at GE Money India
for SBI Cards Collections Process.
It was there that I completed my
MBA from ICFAI University
through Flexible Learning mode.

How do you balance work
and family?

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
While working at GE, I was asked
to handle delinquent disputing
customer accounts and collect
from them too. In the 6 months
that I handled the portfolio, I was
able to set up a team and processes
around resolving customer
complaints that too with ensuring
more than 90% cases getting
resolved within 20 days and
payments coming in for my
organization. There was a positive
feedback from the customers I
handled and from my seniors as
well. This stint gave me a lot of
personal satisfaction because I was
able to delight my customers and
a strong sense of achievement
because the organization benefited
by customers further using their
cards that resulted in bigger
revenues for my company.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success
I have three words to describe
Success: hard work, hard work and
hard work. Nothing ensures
success better than hard work.
These 3 pillars support a 5-point
value system, that tells me to have
- external focus for customers,
clarity
of
thought
while
implementing ideas, gain expertise
in all that you do involve all in
your work. Peers, superiors,

I learnt this art of work-life
balance quite late in my Career.
I use to slog for hours and hours
at office. My family, friends and
personal life took a back seat. But
in my downtimes, it was their
support that lifted me up. That
was the time that I promised
myself to spend quality, if not
quantity, time with my family. I
ensure to take my weekly offs and
utilize them in meeting up with
relatives, taking my parents out,
catching up with old friends and
spending sometime with my inner
self. It’s a conscious endeavor to
ensure that I am closely connected
to my family.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
My advice to my friends who slog
is that work never stops; it was
there when you were not, and it
will be there when you won’t. Pick
up a hobby, study more, and invest
in yourself. So give 100% to work
but don’t forget to enjoy life.

helped in increasing my market
value, but also in empowering me
to perform my job better.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
I am still young enough to advice
someone.
My only advice to young aspirants
will be never to lose faith in your
capabilities. In these times of
economic
turmoil,
tougher
competition and stiff business
cycles, your personal capability to
handle things is what decides your
future.
So keep sharpening yourself.
Invest in yourself. Take up a
course that gives an edge over the
others. It could be an MBA or any
other program. Don’t be shy to
work hard and don’t forget to
enjoy life.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.

How
has
the
MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?

In September of 2008, I was given
an opportunity to train the
Singapore collections team. I was
a bit skeptical in going all the way.
My apprehensions were that how
would I handle people belonging to
different culture, languages and
geographical regions. I was not
sure if I would be able to do a good
job.

I was working when I started
pursuing my MBA. Lot of case
studies in my course was close to
reality. I was able to apply my
learning at classes to my real work
life, which gave a tremendous
boost to my confidence and
knowledge.

I called upon all my experience and
trained the entire team at
Singapore. To my surprise the
team there was open to ideas and
welcomed my training session with
an open mind. I was able to add a
lot of value in the way they
approached the job of collections.

I am now able to question
processes, in turn getting to
something better. I have been
using this knowledge in exploring
newer dimensions at work. The
ways to manage people, and
business. The degree, not only

It was an overwhelming response
that I got there and the feedback
was really positive.
I learnt a lesson that day. If you’re
being pulled out of your comfort
zone, you will only end up
expanding it.
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Interview

Tell us something about
yourself and your family….

Interview

Right
priorities in
work and
life leads to
Success

Anix Anbiah
MBA
CEO - Riverstone
Infotech Pvt. Ltd.,
Chennai

Tell us something about
yourself and your family….
I grew up in Tamil Nadu. After
graduating from College of
Engineering, Gundy, I spent 11
years in the U.S. for my higher
education and starting my career
before returning back home to
star t River stone. We have 3
children. We spend a lot of time
together as family on weekends
and whenever we travel.

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
As an individual contributor, I had
the privilege of making important
contributions to the products at
8  November 2009  CIMBAG TIMES

two different startup companies in
the U.S (Fore Systems and Cerent
Corporation), both very successful.
However, what gives me most
satisfaction is the teamwork at
River Stone. I’m very proud that
we’ve built a company that
provides a career to many people
and also a mean of livelihood for
their families.

What is success according
to you?
Success is about getting the
priorities right in your work and
in your life. It’s certainly not about
money or fame. Rather, it’s about
improving the quality of life of the

people who depends on us, work
with us, teach us or get connected
with us in many ways throughout
our life.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success
Be aware of, not just your
strengths, but your limitations as
well. Have a clear vision and team
up with people who share your
vision. Learn, not to take
advantage of people, but leverage
their skills and their time to make
progress. Do not worry too much
about the results but stay focused
on the vision. Success is bound to
happen.

How do you balance work and Family?

Biz Quiz
1.

Name the person who coined the term
“Management by Wandering Around (Walking
About)”, and popularly known as MBWA?

2.

“Cocooning” and “Cashing out” are the terms
coined by which management writer and
futurist?

3.

Who pioneered the concept ESI, Emotional
Surplus Identity, in the area of Management
of Corporate Branding?

4.

Which management term originated from the
book “Small is Beautiful” authored by Michael
Shumacher?

5.

Name the first Indian woman CEO of a Foreign
Bank?

6.

Which Indian industrialist owned Tail Winds
limited?

7.

According to Peter Dr ucker, business
inherently contains three powerful factors of
misdirection. If specialized work of managers
and differences in the vision of managers are
two of them, which is the third?

8.

What is “double branding” in marketing
parlance?

9.

What’s the term used for adding nonessential
features to make a product more appealing
than it is?

What are your hobbies and leisure
pursuits…?

The MBA program helped me to “connect the
dots” if you will, on a lot of things. Things
that I vaguely understood became crystal clear.
Things like Motivation Theory and Hierarchy
of Needs helped me reconcile with people’s
attitude and behavior that I did not previously
understand. Like a lot of other engineers, I was
fascinated by Economics. Finally, Investments,
my area of specialization, helped me
understand key concepts like risk and
diversification, which are of practical use in
running my company.

What would be your advice to young
career aspirants?
There is no dearth of opportunities in our
countr y. Anyone with a vision and the
discipline to consistently pursue that vision can
surely achieve a lot here. The MBA experience
can help put things in perspective. Therefore,
I strongly recommend it.

Share an unforgettable experience
with us.
I was then working for Cerent, a small Telecom
startup in Petaluma, California. On August 25th,
1999, everyone in the company assembled for
an important meeting. Soon, it was announced
that Cisco was buying Cerent. Just as we were
contemplating the news, John Chambers, CEO
of Cisco walked in and surprised all of us. I had
only read about him and had a lot of respect for
him. Seeing him in person without any advance
notice was quite surreal.

10. What is known as “Demand Spillover”?

Answers

How has the MBA qualification helped
you in enhancing your career?

Tom Peters
Faith Popcorn
Shombit Sen Gupta
Small is Beautiful
Tarini Vaidya of KBC Bank India & South Asia.
Naresh Goyal of Jet Airways.
The hierarchical structure of management.
Usage of New and Old brand names and logos
Bells and Whistles
Sale of a product or brand in one country
market generates demand in another country

I like to get in the car with my family late at
night and drive around Chennai when the
traffic isn’t too bad! Very often, we get lost
and have a lot of fun finding our way back
home. We also eat out and watch TV together.
That’s about it!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

It’s easy to get your priorities wrong and that’s
why being successful is so difficult. In my case,
my family ensures that they get the attention
they need and when they need it. Helping the
children with their schoolwork is a great way
for me to relax and also spend quality time
with them.
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Interview

Dedication and
Commitment leads
to Success
S Meera
MBA
Ramco Systems Ltd
Senior System Analyst
Chennai
help in balancing work and
family life.

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits…?
Singing, Playing with my son and
watching TV together with the family.

How has the MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?

Tell us something about
yourself and your family.

What is success according
to you?

I am Meera S, an easygoing person
and friendly by nature. Working for
a Software company as a Senior
Systems Analyst and staying in
Chennai. My Husband, K.
Manikandan, is also working for a
Software fir m. We have a Son
Sooraj studying in LKG.

Result of hard work Dedication,
and Commitment.

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
Completing, MBA from ICFAI
University while pursuing my
career at the same time.
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Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
Stay Focused and to give the best
in whatever you do.

How do you balance work
and Family?
Never bring work related issues
back home. Weekend time is
family time for us.
Better
planning at work will always

Being a technical person, my MBA
qualification has helped me
understand the customer business
scenarios better. This has been a
big value addition to my profile
and has helped me contribute more
to project execution.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
Never give up. Strive hard to reach
the heights you aspire for.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
Each day of work has its own fun,
excitement and challenges. Love and
cherish every moment of it. As a
developer, I was given numerous
chances in solving some challenging
defects. The joy of finding a solution
to those problems is something,
which I can never forget.

Ahmedabad

SEMINARS

How to Create your
Brand Value
It has been a decade since management guru Tom
Peters wrote his seminal article “The Brand Called
You.” By this point, you should stand out as a welldefined brand the rest of us can sum up in 15 words
or less. You’ve likely abandoned such old-school
terms as “employee” or, worse, “manager.” You’re CEO
of Me Inc., reinventing yourself every few years while
balancing a series of provocative, fascinating projects.
The good news — and it is largely good news — is
that everyone has a chance to stand out. Everyone
has a chance to learn, improve, and build up their
skills. Everyone has a chance to be a brand worthy
of remark.
Every individual has a versatile individuality and
presenting such versatility in appreciable measure is
called a brand in the real sense. To make a person as
a brand, he needs to take very good care of his attire.
For being a brand, a person has to do effective
communication, professional grooming and should
be through with all the obstacles whether it is in
professional or personal life.

Mitesh Pathak
Cluster Head - Training,
Tata AIG Life Insurance.
Gujarat.

And yet numerous big names say self-branding will
increasingly become the mantra of every ambitious
individual. You will move around more. Your roster
of online “friends” will explode, and other highly
defined people may try to crowd into your space.
In that kind of market, you’ll need to showcase
the brand that is you from Day One. Remember,
your co-workers aren’t just your colleagues.
They’re your audience.
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Kolkata

SEMINARS

“ERP Implementation”
Mr. V.K.Surana took a session on the
Presentation on Ins and Outs of
Enterprise
Resource
Planning
Implementation. Mr. Surana started
with the definition of ERP - “A software
solution that addresses the Enterprise
needs, taking a process view of the
overall organization to meet the goals
by tightly integrating all functions
under a common software platform.”
He continued by referring ERP as a
strategic tool which helps an organization
to gain an edge over its competitors by
successfully integrating its key business
operations, synchronizing, planning and
optimizing the resources available in
the existing extremely competitive
environment.
According to him ERP is a Concept
transformed through software, which
facilitates company-wide integrated
information systems and covers all
functional areas. But installing ERP
requires a lot of time—more than 12
months in most cases and up to 36
months or more in extremely large,
complex
companies
that
are
simultaneously engaging in a high
degree of process change. Still, after the
initial hindrances, a structured
Enterprise Resource Planning adds lot
of value to a company:
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V.K. Surana
MBA
Chief Financial
Officer
R S Software Ltd.
Kolkata

Mumbai

SEMINARS

Job Opportunities in
Companies:
Changing Times
Mr.Viswanath Balaji Malji took
a session on Job Opportunities
in Companies: Changing Times
in Mumbai. First, he discussed
the recruitment scenario, which
has undergone a complete
change in the wake of various
factors affecting organizations.
From a staff function, it has
now become a strategic priority
of organizations to attract and
retain the best talent in the
market. However, competition is
having its toll on recruitment,
as organizations are competing
with each other to attract the
talented pool of professionals.
The process of recruitment has
become more time sensitive and
e-recruitment has become a
common
phenomenon.
He
continued with the definition of

Viswanath Balaji Malji
MBA
Senior Lecturer,
New Horizon Institute of
Management Studies (NHIMS)
Mumbai.

recruitment, moving on to
explain how the whole process
of recruitment takes place right
from identifying vacancies to
short listing of CVs for the

interview and appointing a right
candidate. After the workshop,
a small self-appraising quiz was
conducted,
followed
by
questions and answers.
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New Delhi

SEMINARS
presentations, business or casual,
Content holds the maximum
weight. If your content is not
thought around, incomplete or
stale, you would lose your
audience faster than the speed of
light. So research well before
presenting, jot down points, put
in facts and figures if required,
and practice the flow beforehand.

Mr.Vishal Sharma took a session
on the Effective Presentation skills
to the Alumni at New Delhi.
According to Mr. Shar ma,
Presentation is an essential skill,
which though seems easy to
manage, is probably the toughest
one to master. There is no perfect
presenter in this world and any
one can become a great presenter
by sheer practice.
He gave a few tips to our alumni
to become a better presenter.
●

Know your content: People who
say, “How is more important
than why” might not be become
good presenters. In making

●

Know the audience: A primary
research about the audience
present to listen to you will help
you
change
your
style
accordingly.
A
business
audience would want a formal,
serious presentation. Peer group

Effective
Presentation Skills
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can be a relaxed audience and a
few anecdotes can come in
handy. You must always avoid
any racial, discriminatory or
sexist remarks/jokes in a mix
audience.
●

●

SMILE: While presenting,
people tend to become rigid and
stiff. Smiling will relax you and
your audience. This does not
mean that you keep on smiling
like you’ve landed in a bar, but
occasional sprinkle of a warm
and friendly smile will help.
Manage Media: Loose wires,
funny projectors, old laptops,
cranky systems, flip charts, dry

Vishal Sharma
MBA
Asst. Manager Training
GE Money India
New Delhi

New Delhi

SEMINARS

markers can ruin a great
presentation. Imagine yourself
picking a marker to write and
then you’re all over the place
shaking it, pumping it for that
last drop of ink. Sounds funny,
but be at the venue at least 30
minutes before your presentation
and check all of this. Keep a
systems specialist close by if you
have the luxury. Arriving early
and checking everything yourself
will help you relax and keep your
mind off these glitches.
●

●

Posture: While presenting,
stand relaxed. Feet apart, hands
folded at elbows and clasped in
front and smile. People who are
nervous may over walk, or stay
rooted at one place, may shake
their hands more than a
magician or keep them on their
hips, or folded back, these
gestures give you away. You are
nervous and it shows. So relax,
take a deep breath and think of
a positive incident or person to
relax.
Manage spoiler audience:
Every presentation that I have
made has had an audience
member who wants to show off
that he is more important,

knowledgeable and smarter
than me. Such people would ask
irrelevant questions, keep
adding expert remarks and
want to answer all questions.
And eat up your time. A quick
stern look might not work on
them. Best way to manage
them, is to involve the
audience. Throw back the
questions to other audience
members. Thank them for
their comment and appreciate
their smartness. If need be,
ask them to keep the questions

for the end so that you don’t
miss out on other audience.
Remember you are the boss
when presenting.
●

●

SMILE: I’ll repeat this one
cause it’s time to sprinkle some
in the presentation.

Practice: Collect people
you’re comfortable with and
practice presentation. Choose
any topic; no one cares, but
practice. Ask them to throw
questions at you and give you
feedback. Practice makes all
perfect.

He concluded by saying that the
eight points will help to overcome
stage fear, rude audiences, and
will surely make an impact
presentation. Over a period of
time, seek opportunities where one
can present, practice the art and
definitely you will succeed.
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A Case of Exploding
Mangoes

Zia’s “head was
between two
flags … He
looked at the
by Mohammad Hanif.
Army
flag.
Shortlisted for the 2008
Underneath the
Man Booker Prize.
crossed swords
was the famous
Power and Paranoia
slogan that the
The dictatorship and death of Zia ul-Haq of
Founder of the
Pakistan is neither too remote to be a strain
Nation
had
on memory nor too recent to be unfit for
given … ‘Faith.
comedy. This space has been brilliantly utilized
U n i t y .
by Mohammad Hanif in his debut novel A Case
Discipline.’
of Exploding Mangoes. The facts in the public
Faith? Which
domain are that on August 17, 1988 Zia, along
faith?
…
with several of his army generals and the US
Suddenly the
Ambassador to Pakistan, boarded Pak One, a
slogan seemed
C-130 Hercules aircraft, which crashed soon
… too secular …
after take-off killing everybody on board, and
almost heretical … This slogan, he told himself, had to
that, the reason for the crash remains unclear.
go. His mind raced, searching for words … Allah had to
The circumstances of the crash had enough
be there. Jihad, very important … He couldn’t
ingredients for a never ending mystery to
decide on a third word but he knew it would
be woven. Rumors doing the rounds
come.” Then again, when all was set for the
immediately following the incident
mango party aboard Pak One and someone cited
pointed fingers at all possible directions, Bookmark
national security, Zia says “… let’s suck the
including ISI, RAW, KGB and CIA. To that
national security … It’s not a sin. Did Allah ever
list, Haniff has made liberal additions
forbid us from sucking national security?”
bringing in a blind woman, a communist
detainee, a crow, tapewor ms, and the main
Part of the story comes through the narration of the
character who is a PAF cadet bent upon
main character Ali Shigri and the rest in the third
avenging his father’s death. Also included are
person; and there is a mix- up. In the prologue, while
crates of mangoes loaded onto the aircraft just
describing the scene before boarding the plane, Shigri
before take off.
says “I know I am saluting a bunch of dead men.”
The use of plural could have come in the third person
The characters in the novel are, however, not
narration but not first person from Shigri because
allowed to develop in the directions that could
he had planned to kill only Zia and had no knowledge
make the story a mystery thriller. Perhaps that
of other plot or plots that could have caused the death
was not the author’s intention either. It quickly
of all around. Par t of the prologue is repeated
becomes evident that the target is humour and
verbatim in one of the last chapters, but this time
satire, taking potshots at a variety of objects,
Shigri uses the singular, saying: “I know I am saluting
including the military establishment and political
a dead man …” Such things take nothing away from
theocracy. As an alumnus of the PAF Academy,
the highly entertaining story of a military dictator
Hanif can be expected to be writing with some
enjoying absolute power and suffering absolute
authority and some grievance. Military medals
paranoia.
are described as fruit salad. “He got them because
he was there. The 40th Independence Day medal.
The novel is certainly of contemporary relevance in the
The Squadron Anniversary medal … freebie to
sense that between its making and release, Benazir
Mecca and … a Haj medal too.” Political theocracy
Bhutto, whose father was hanged by Zia, was
comes into focus quite a few times. Bending over
assassinated; and, another military dictator, Parvez
to undergoing a rectal examination in his office,
Musharraf, had to relinquish power.
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Bangalore

Alumni Get-together
Chennai
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Hyderabad

Family Outing
The CIMBAG - Hyderabad Chapter organized a family outing to the “Chowmahalla” a Palace
that belongs to the erstwhile rulers of Hyderabad “The Nizams”. The alumni and their
family members participated enthusiastically.
The palace, which is over 200 years old, is still a sight of attraction for the tourists. Its
Northern Courtyard and the Council hall consist of a rare collection of manuscripts, priceless
books and coins, etc. The palace has also a Grand Pillared Durbar hall built with pure marbles
and fitted with chandeliers made of Belgium Crystals. There is a good collection of royal
vintage cars which still reflects the golden era.
The members who joined the program enjoyed it and thanked the organizer for this
wonderful weekend for them.
This palace is still a private property of the Nizam family but open to the public.
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Kolkata
The CIMBAG
Kolkata chapter
organized a
family gettogether, where
the alumni
were welcomed
with a rose. The
evening started
with the music
and continued
with games like
Candle Lighting,
Musical Chairs,
Blowing up of
balloons and
Antakshari.
This was
followed by a
dinner.

Pune
The Pune
Chapter
members
with their
family
members
went for a
movie “Dil
Bole
Hadippa” at
Big Cinema.
All of them
including the
children
enjoyed the
fulfilled
evening.
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Chennai

Delhi
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Executive Comm

Kolkata

mittee Meetings
Pune
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Career Moves

Priyankush Ghosh
MBA, Kolkata
Priyankush Ghosh
has moved, as System
Engineer with IBM.
Prior to this, he was
a ERP-Consultant
with Cognizant
Technologies
Solutions

Happy ts
Momen

Vikas Verma
MBA, Kolkata
Vikas Verma has
moved, as Sr.
Executive with
Duncans Industries
Ltd. - ERP. Prior to
this, he was a
Manager IT with
Ellenbarrie
Industrial Gases.

n
r
o
B
w
Ne

Mrs. and Mr. Navin Kumar
MBA, Bangalore blessed with
a baby girl “Samiksha”
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Ajay Arora
MBA, New Delhi
Ajay Arora has
moved, as DGM Strategic Planning
& Projects with
Hero Corporate
Services Ltd. Prior
to this, he was a
AGM with GMR
Group

The CIMBAG Times is a good
initiative to encourage the
communication among CIMBAG
members. The newsletter is very
interesting and to make it better, I
would like to suggest you to include
articles by the alumni.

THE August issue of the
newsletter was absolutely good.
The newsletter, not only contains
success stories of some corporate
leaders, but featured certain
informative
program
like
emotional intelligence, facing
exams
successfully,
psychoanalysis of managing
careers, corporate governance
and many more, which are very
useful for the students, as well
as the alumni. Apart from this,
we came to know about various
other activities initiated and
successfully executed by CIMBAG
team like family get togethers in
Chennai, Delhi and Ahmedabad.
Such a newsletter not only
encourages the members, but
also consolidates the image of
ICFAI university alumni to the
rest of the country. I hope in the
near future, CIMBAG will come
up with more features, content
and other attractive topics.

Cheers!
Ram Narayanan Sastry
MBA, Chennai
It was a pleasure to read CIMBAG
Times. The content was indeed
very good and I specially liked the
coverage given to the Kolkata
Chapter and the pictures were
excellent.
However, I have some suggestions
for the magazine. If possible, it
would be a good idea to have a
cover story every month, based on
which the members could submit
articles. If the topic is a current
one, the magazine would become
very interesting to read.
Looking forward for the next
issue. Keep it up!
Namit Agarwal
MBA, Kolkata
Frankly speaking, I had an
indifferent attitude towards the
newsletter when I received it. But
after going through it, I must
admit that it was just great. It
includes enriched contents, which
help me to know quite a few
things regarding the current
market situation. Furthermore,
the picture gallery reflects the
mood of the program perfectly,
especially the pictures of the
“Heritage Tour” Besides, I think
some more management related
articles should be included and the
number of pages should be
increased.
Nabanita Banerjee
MBA, Kolkata
It was nice to see the latest edition
of CIMBAG TIMES featuring the
Heritage day visit by our alumni
members. The edition was really
bright and colorful, including the
cover page that featured the

alumni. The content quality was
also good. I am really impressed
by the way it has featured the
members. I congratulate the
editorial team for this good job and
hope the good work continues.
Vijendra Surana
MBA, Kolkata
The newsletter is concise with
good snaps and comments.
Especially, we the flexible program
alumni do not know who are our
batch mates are, so writings from
the desks of Prabhat Verma (GM
of Sahara), Priyankush (CTS),
inspires us and let us know our
fraternity. But, as we all know,
improvement and change is a
continuous process. For every page
I turned, I wished to see the known
faces, so my suggestion is to
increase the number of pages in
the newsletter. Add some more Job
postings and personal tips to
handle effectively the daily work
life?
Chandrima Roy
MBA, Kolkata

Position

Company

HR Manager (Employee Relations)

Trinity Computer Processing (I) Pvt Ltd. Mumbai

Relationship Manager - MBA Fresher RR Financial Consultants Ltd.
Management Trainee- Marketing
Compare InfoBase Ltd.
(freshers)
Requires HR Trainee - 2009
Hitachi Home & Life Solutions
(India) Ltd

Location
Delhi
Delhi
Ahmedabad

Territory Sales Supervisor, Manager HR Smart Hire

Chennai

Sales & Marketing Professionals

Havells India Limited

Bangalore

Associate-Market Risk Management/
Analysts, Senior analysts,
Assistant Managers

Nomura

Mumbai

Manager/DM/AM
Executive Director

Sarda Energy & Minerals Limited
Bangalore Stock Exchange Limited

Raipur
Bangalore

Finance and Admin Executive

Marks & Spencer India Pvt Ltd.

Bangalore

General Manager (Operations), Manager
Direct Sales team

Ambuja Realty Development Ltd
India bulls Housing Finance Ltd

Kolkata
New Delhi

Data Analyst - Capital Events

Financial Express Holdings Ltd

Chennai

Management Trainee - Hoovers

Dun & Bradstreet Information
Services India Pvt Ltd

Chennai

Anindita Saha
MBA, Kolkata

Marketing Executive
Deputy Manager, Sales

Ashirbad Group Of Companies
Malayala Manorama

New Delhi
Ottawa

I really like the fact that CIMBAG
magazine
is
focusing
on
individual alumni and writing
about the professional and
personal
interests
and
accomplishments. Managers and
executives can learn a lot by
sharing their experiences. I
appreciate the work done by the
publishers of CIMBAG magazine
to enable this familiarity.

Manager (Accounts & Taxation)

STI Sanosh India Ltd.

Chennai

Territory Manager
Chief Manager / Senior Manager /
Manager (HR)
Head-Sales

Cambridge
IFFCO Chhattisgarh Power
Limited
Botanosys

Bangalore
Chhattisgarh
Bikaner

HR (CM/DGM), Finance (CM/DGM)

Oil & Gas Industry

Kanpur

C.F.O, V.P.Marketing

Saber

Una,H.P.New
Delhi

Management Trainee / business
Development Executive in
Insurance Business

Larsen & Toubro InfoTech Ltd

Chennai,
Pune

Anix Anbiah
MBA, Chennai

Sales Manager - Insurance
V.P - Real Estate

India Info line
BSCPL Infrastructure Limited

Bangalore
Chennai

Reading CIMBAG Times was a
good experience. From there, I
came to know about many of my
friends and was able to develop
contacts with them again, which
I left 2 or 3 years back. I would
appreciate if the magazine
features some more current
issues or management topics.

Management Trainee

Surya Roshni Ltd

Delhi, Kashipur
Bahadurgarh,
Malanpur

Executive Assistant to Director

Nata Devices India Pvt Ltd

Delhi

Senior Relationship Officer,
Financial Analyst

Saudi Arabian Bank

Saudi Arabia

National Sales Managers,
Regional Sales Manager
RDM Care (India) Pvt Ltd

Vidyut Metallic Pvt Ltd

Mumbai

Regional Sales Manager

New Delhi

Harsh Munshi
MBA, Ahmedabad

Branch Manager, Channel Management
Manager / Officer / Executive

DTDC

Kolkata

For more details on jobs please log on to the website www.cimbag.org

